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Abstract
The disparities inherent in various national privacy laws have come into sharper contrast as access to information grows and formerly domestic markets become international. Information flow does not adhere to national boundary lines. Increasingly, laws that seek to protect informational privacy do not either. The European Union took a bold approach by limiting access to its markets for those who failed to observe its strict law designed to protect personal information. The 1995 Directive (and 2014 Regulatory Amendment) embody this approach as they: (1) broadly define personal information; (2) broadly define those who process and control personal information; (3) restrict transfer of personal information to those who cannot demonstrate compliance. Tellingly, the Directive does not limit its scope to certain industries or practices, but requires privacy controls across the board, regardless of whether the processor is a healthcare provider, pastry chef or girl scout.

To many, the Directive has failed. While the global trend toward adopting laws similar to the Directive suggests that many States value privacy rights, commentators and empirical studies reveal significant shortcomings. The Directive outlaws harmless activities while allowing exceptions that threaten to swallow the rule. It is simultaneously over-inclusive and under-inclusive. National governments enjoy wide latitude to collect and use personal information under the guise of national security. Perhaps more concerning, technology continues to leapfrog. Information privacy is made continually more difficult with each new “app” and innovation. The Internet of Things is more probable than speculative. Radio-frequency identification is a predicate to computer identification and assimilation of everyday physical objects, enabling the use of these objects to be monitored and inventoried by computers. Tagging and monitoring objects could similarly be accomplished by other technologies like near field communication, barcodes, QR codes and digital watermarking, raising the legitimate argument that informational privacy—at least as envisioned in the 1995 Directive’s absolute terms—is impossible.

Informational privacy cannot be accomplished by declaring it a fundamental right and outlawing all processing of personal information. To legally realise and enforce a privacy right in personal information, incremental, graduated, and practical legislation better achieve the goal than sweeping proclamations that have applications to actions unrelated to the harms associated with the absence of the right. With information privacy in particular, a capacious claim of right to all personal information undermines legal enforcement because the harms attending lack of privacy are too often ill-defined and misunderstood. As a result, legal realization of a claimed privacy right in the Age of Information should proceed incrementally and begin with the industries, practices, and
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processes that cause the most harm by flouting informational privacy. Data mining and data aggregation industries, for example, collect, aggregate, and resell personal information without express consent. A targeted prohibition of this industry would reduce financial incentives of the most conspicuous violators and alleviate some of the most egregious privacy infractions.

A graduated legal scheme also reduces undue and overbroad Internet regulation. While the right to privacy has been recognised and legally supported in one way or another for centuries, it has not faced the emerging and countervailing Age of Information until now. Current omnibus international legislation reflects the impossibility of legally protecting all privacy in the Age of Information; it also illustrates the need for a refined and practical legal scheme that gradually and directly targets the harms associated with privacy violations.

I. Introduction

Keeping our privacy is more unlikely than ever. Simply by moving from one place to another we exude data exhaust. This data exhaust, much of it personal, is valuable and increasingly collected without our knowing it. Everyday objects equipped with sensors that communicate to the Internet are commonplace and more are on the way. Over 200 billion worldwide are expected by 2020.¹

Cisco projects that ‘pretty much everything you can imagine will wake up.’² Already libraries tag and track every book in the collection,³ dentists graft sensors into toothbrushes⁴ and beer mugs with tilt sensors transmit consumption rates.⁵ Smart phones, replete with apps that collect data exhaust, gather worlds of information like steps taken in a day, heartbeats per minute, driving logistics, hemoglobin, sleep habits and much more.⁶ Rooftop video cameras, license plate readers, automobile GPS and smart phones log and report locational data by precise date and time.⁷
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² CISCO, What is the Internet of Everything?, available online at <cisco.com/web/tomorrow-starts-here/ioe/index.html> (accessed 10 October 2014).
⁵ Wired, Thompson, C., No Longer Vaporware: The Internet of Things is Finally Talking, 6 December 2012, available online at <wired.com/2012/12/20-12-st_thompson/> (accessed 11 October 2014).
While technology leapfrogs, legislation flags. Few laws regulate the collection of data exhaust and fewer still address how that data can be used. Given the expansion of sensors and the emergence of the Internet of Things, it is increasingly unlikely that a person can know precisely how much of her data is captured, who controls it and for what purpose.

Policymakers seeking to protect informational privacy face a daunting task. Information flow does not adhere to national boundary lines. As a result, the most effective privacy laws do not either. The European Union boasts the paragon of privacy laws by limiting access to its markets for those who fail to observe its strict law designed to protect personal information. By so doing, it bends international law into conformity.8

The EU 1995 Directive (and 2014 Regulation) embody this approach as it: (1) broadly defines personal information; (2) broadly defines who processes and controls personal information; (3) restricts transfer of personal information to those who cannot demonstrate compliance with the law’s strictures.9 The Directive does not limit its scope to certain industries or practices, but requires privacy controls across the board,10 regardless of whether the data processor is a hospital, pastry chef or girl scout.

While the Directive is laudable in its omnibus effort to protect privacy, it fails in several significant aspects. The Directive outlaws harmless activities while it allows harmful exceptions that threaten to swallow the rule. It is simultaneously over-inclusive and under-inclusive. For example, it includes an employer gathering her or his colleagues’ lunch orders and excludes data collected for “national security”, a fluid concept undefined by the Directive.11 The “national security” exception arguably allowed the US global surveillance programs, data mining, and third party data collection unveiled by Edward Snowden’s revelations.12

The EU Directive also fails to protect against an equally ominous threat, albeit a threat less publically acknowledged: the Internet of Things. Everyday devices—objects—talk to one another online. Sensors connect objects to the Internet and enable the object to send, receive and analyse data automatically without human intervention. Outfitting innumerable objects with identifying and transmitting technology could be fundamentally transforming.

Privacy laws fail to address the loss of privacy through data exhaust and the Internet of Things. The EU Directive, for example, hinges on providing individuals with notice and obtaining their consent before collecting data, but the Internet of Things collects data without user awareness, to say nothing of notice and consent. The Directive fails to countenance the proliferation of indirect data collection, instead relying on the faulty
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10 Ibid.
11 Directive 95/46/EC, supra nt. 9, Article 3(2).
premise that users actively volunteer personal information and are aware when they divulge it.

This article posits that informational privacy cannot be accomplished by declaring it a fundamental right, outlawing all processing of personal information, and enforcing the law through notice and consent. To legally realise and enforce a privacy right in personal information, incremental, graduated, and practical legislation better achieve the goal than sweeping proclamations that have applications to actions unrelated to the harms associated with the absence of the right. With information privacy in particular, a capacious claim of right to all personal information undermines legal enforcement because the harms attending lack of privacy are too often ill-defined and misunderstood.

Regulating the use of sensitive data as it relates to particular risks or harms better comports with consumer law generally and allows needed adaptability to reflect context and changing technology. Calibrating the risk of harm from the use of data in a particular context reveals the value of that data and allows local regulatory regimes to incrementally adopt protective policies. An incremental risk-based approach is not a panacea and requires a normative taxonomy. But identifying and defining diverse data contexts and uses, and identifying the attendant risks or harms from the user's viewpoint are critical to successful implementation of contextual and harm-based personal data regulation.

In Part II, this article outlines the difficulty inherent in maintaining privacy in the Age of Information. Shortcomings stemming from the most prominent data privacy law are exposed, suggesting that the EU Directive is ineffective as both under and over-inclusive. Part III identifies an added difficulty, passive data collection and the Internet of Things. Personal data collected without user awareness is widespread now and will soon be ubiquitous. Current privacy laws, including the EU Directive, poorly address the collection and use of data generated without user awareness. Part IV urges policymakers to shift focus away from data collection and instead regulate data use. In particular, regulation should contextualise—from an individual’s viewpoint—the privacy risks associated with an entity’s purported use of that data. Legal realisation of a claimed privacy right in the Age of Information should proceed incrementally and begin with the industries, practices, and processes that cause the most harm by flouting informational privacy. Current omnibus international legislation reflects the impossibility of legally protecting all privacy in the Age of Information; it also illustrates the need for a refined and practical legal scheme that gradually and directly targets the harms associated with privacy violations.
II. Privacy in the Information Age

II.1. Deluge of Data

Never before has so much information been so readily available to so many.13 In two decades from the commercialisation of the Internet in 199514 to today, Internet penetration has grown in exponential fashion.15 From 2000 to 2012, Internet users grew from 360 million to 2.4 billion, a 566% growth rate.16 As of 2012, 34% of the world population is connected.17 In America, 66% of the adult population own at least one personal computer and 77% regularly use the Internet.18

While Internet penetration among many African nations ranks among the lowest, the growth rate—the rate of new Internet users in Africa—far eclipses the growth rates reported by the rest of the globe.19 Some project that Internet traffic will grow by more than 50% in Latin America, the Middle East and Africa.20 In one year alone, China added over 27 million Internet users.21

Not only is Internet access pulling the volume of information generated and transmitted is amplifying. One consultancy estimates that 2.8 zettabytes were created in 2012 and that by 2015 that number will double.22 Facebook’s 1.2 billion users generate an average of ninety pieces of content each month.23 Wal-Mart reports more than one million transactions an hour, and YouTube estimates that every sixty seconds users
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16 Ibid.
17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
20 Global Pulse, Blog, Big Data for Development: Challenges & Opportunities, May 2012, available online at <unglobalpulse.org/BigDataForDevWhitePaper> (accessed 16 November 2014). Global Pulse is a United Nations project, initiated in 2009 by the Secretary General. The UN tasked Global Pulse with exploring opportunities deriving from digital data in order to help policymakers evaluate crises in real time for vulnerable populations.
21 PC World, Kan, M., China Reaches 485 Million Internet Users as Growth Slows, 19 July 2011 available online at <pcworld.com/businesscenter/article/235978/china_reaches_485_million_internet_users_as_growth_slows.html> (accessed 11 October 2014). ‘There is now so much data stored in the world that we’re running out of language to describe it. The only quantity bigger than a zettabyte is a yottabyte, a figure with 24 zeroes.’ International Bar Association, IBA Global Insight, Lowe, R., Me, Myself and I, 14 October 2013, available online at <ibanet.org/Article/Detail.aspx?ArticleUid=B47A1361-16DD-4F04-B83D-ADD60898F213> (accessed 11 October 2014).
upload sixty hours of video. Users send approximately 294 billion emails every day. At 487 billion gigabytes, the world’s digital content reduced to a stack of books would reach to Pluto ten times. That is ‘more than 1,000 gigabytes of data—twice the capacity of a standard laptop—of data for every person on earth in 2015.’ Given recorded human history, this near ubiquity of easy information over a mere twenty years is difficult to underestimate.

II.2. Threat to Privacy

This deluge of information threatens personal privacy, a fundamental right in many nations. Ready access to individual’s precise location, tax returns, Internet browsing history, social interactions, religious affiliation and more carry a host of unwanted harms ranging from profiling by commercial marketers to undue governmental criminal investigation, to health insurance rate increases, to chilling political speech.

One report from the 2014 World Economic Forum noted, ‘The growth of data, the sophistication of ubiquitous computing and the borderless flow of data are all
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24 Ibid.
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outstripping the ability to effectively govern on a global basis.\textsuperscript{38} This point is worth emphasis: digital data knows no borders in the Internet age.\textsuperscript{39} Metal file cabinets filled with paper dossiers and glossy photographs are of receding relevance. Digital data—including personal information—can be many places at once, travel thousands of miles in fractions of seconds from one nation to the next, and can be readily collected without notice or consent.\textsuperscript{40} Digital data’s fluid and borderless nature undermines national legislation aimed at regulating the collection and use of such information.\textsuperscript{41} As one analyst put it, ‘in the age of big data, those laws constitute a largely useless Maginot Line.’\textsuperscript{42}

The difficulties inherent in national regulation of digital data are exacerbated by the diversity of data sources.\textsuperscript{43} Digital data comes from everywhere: cell phone GPS signals, online browsing, cookies, digital purchases, social media pictures and posts, traffic videos and license plate cameras.\textsuperscript{44} Emerging technologies like wearable devices will further the volume and variety of data input.\textsuperscript{45} Google Glass, for example, collects, inventories, analyses and reports information that was previously intimate.\textsuperscript{46}

Passive data sources are similarly emerging.\textsuperscript{47} The Internet of Things—discussed in more detail below—imbu...
The most effective legislation, like the data it seeks to regulate, is itself borderless. The most widely acclaimed example is the European Union’s 1995 Directive.\(^5^3\) The Directive seeks to ensure citizen’s rights to their personal information by truncating access to European markets for those who fail to comply with the Directive’s strictures.\(^5^4\) The Directive’s effectiveness in large part stems from its extra-jurisdictional reach.\(^5^5\) But the law has not succeeded. Where the Directive confronts the operose task of capturing transnational data flow, it fails in several other critical respects. This article posits that the Directive, laudable in aspiration, fails in practice. It is at once fatally over-inclusive and under-inclusive.

**II.3. Leading Global Privacy Regulation: The European Union Directive**

**II.3.1. The Directive’s Broad Scope**

The Directive seeks to regulate the collection, storage, use, and dissemination of personal data;\(^5^6\) it treats the right to privacy as a fundamental right,\(^5^7\) awarding individuals autonomy over the distribution of personal data.\(^5^8\) The Directive casts a wide net, illustrated by three key definitions. The Directive applies to (1) personal data, that is (2) processed by (3) controllers or processors.\(^5^9\) Personal data is defined in the Directive as

Any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person ("data subject"); an identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity.\(^6^0\)

Personal data refers not just to names, national identification numbers, social security numbers and addresses but includes information that can lead to identification directly or indirectly.\(^6^1\) This definition of personal data equates identified with identifiable.\(^6^2\) Data is
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57 Sotto, L. J., Privacy and Data Security Law Deskbook, Aspen Publishers, New York, 2010, Section 18.02[A], '[t]hus the Data Protection Directive is based on internationally recognized fundamental human rights, specifically, the fundamental human right to privacy'.

58 Directive 95/46/EC, supra nt. 9, the Directive provides data subjects with a number of rights with respect to their personal data, including but not limited to: (1) the right of access to data; (2) the right to withhold permission to use data; (3) the right to have inaccurate data rectified; and (4) the right of recourse in the event of unlawful processing of data.

59 Id., Articles 2, 6, 7.

60 Id., Article 2(a).

61 Ibid.

considered personal when it enables anyone to link information to a specific person, even if the person or entity holding that data cannot itself make the link. As one EU authority stated, data is considered “personal” when, ‘although the person has not been identified yet, it is possible to do it.’ Thus, information need not identify an individual directly to constitute “personal data”, the mere fact that the information is related to an individual capable of being identified results in the data being “personal data” under the Directive.

The Directive couples this broad definition of personal data with a broad definition of data “processing,” defined as:

Any operation or set of operations which is performed upon personal data, whether or not by automatic means, such as collection, recording, organisation, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, blocking, erasure or destruction.

Under these definitions, it is difficult to imagine commercial use of the Internet without processing personal information of some ilk. Given the law’s broad reach and the significant restrictions levied on those that process personal information, policymakers anticipated that many organisations would sooner relocate or transfer processing functions overseas than comply. The European Commission Website concedes the same: ‘Without such precautions, the high standards of data protection established by the Data Protection Directive would quickly be undermined, given the ease with which data can be moved around in international networks.’

The Directive’s “precautions” include mechanisms that effectively legislate outside the jurisdiction of the European Union. ‘Because of its potential effect on other nations that interact with or do business in Europe, it may be the most controversial feature of the
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63 Id., 1817.
65 Sotto, supra nt. 57, Section 18.02[A].
66 Directive 95/46/EC, supra nt. 9, Article 2(b).
67 Ibid.
68 Id., Article 5, Recital 15.
69 Id., Article 2(d).
72 Sotto, supra nt. 57, Section 18.02[A]1[c].
Directive. One mechanism that forces international compliance does so through the use of “equipment” located in the EU.

Each Member State shall apply … this Directive to the processing of personal data where: (c) the controller is not established on Community territory and, for purposes of processing personal data makes use of equipment, automated or otherwise, situated on the territory of the said Member State, unless such equipment is used only for purposes of transit through the territory of the Community.

An EU company trying to avoid compliance with the Directive by relocating to Canada could not successfully do so if the personal data involved the computer, smartphone, or other such equipment of an EU resident. This provision not only dissuades EU companies from relocating, it also imposes the Directive’s requirements on a host of non-EU entities. Many organisations headquartered in countries outside the European Union have been surprised to learn of their obligation to comply with EU law.

The Directive’s reach does not stop with data processing that uses EU-based “equipment”, it specifically targets data transfers to “third countries”. Article 25 prohibits the transfer of personal data to a third country (any Non-EU or EEA country) unless the European Commission deems that country “adequate”. The Commission currently recognises only twelve countries as adequate: Andorra, Argentina, Australia, Canada (commercial organisations), Switzerland, Faeroe Islands, Guernsey, Israel, Isle of Man, Jersey, New Zealand, Uruguay. Given the broad definition of “personal information”, the global economy and the free flow of data over the Internet, restricting data flow to twelve countries appears unmanageable at best.

Three principal avenues—outside a finding of nationwide adequacy—allow non-EU entities to receive and process EU personal data: (1) binding model contracts, (2) binding corporate rules, (3) Safe Harbor self-regulation. The Directive also contains
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74 Directive 95/46/EC, supra nt. 9, Article 4.
75 Salbu, supra nt. 73, 137.
76 Directive 95/46/EC, supra nt. 9, Article 25.
77 Ibid.
78 Ibid.
79 European Commission, Commission decisions on the adequacy of the protection of data in third countries, 24 June 2014, available online at <ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/document/international-transfers/adequacy/index_en.htm> (accessed 17 October 2014), providing the requirements for “adequacy” and listing the few countries whose national laws meet the requirements.
80 Directive 95/46/EC, supra nt.9, Article 26(4); The Directive allows transfers of personal data even to third countries that fail to ensure an adequate level of protection if the data controller erects ‘sufficient safeguards’ via ‘certain standard contractual clauses’ consistent with a ‘Commission’s decision’. Under this approach, the contractual clauses incorporate by reference the data protection law of the Member State in which the data exporter is established. See Leathers, D. R., “Giving Bite to the EU-US Data Privacy Safe Harbor: Model Solutions for Effective Enforcement” Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law vol. 41, ed.1, 2009, 193–242, 199–200.
81 Directive 95/46/EC, supra nt.9, Article 29, binding corporate rules track EU data protection standards and allow multinational organisations to conduct business with EU counterparts without having to draw up model contract language for every transaction. The relevant Member State’s Data Protection Agency must approve binding corporate rules, which can be an arduous and lengthy process. As a
situational exceptions and derogations that allow processing of personal data and often undermine the law’s broad definitions and extra-jurisdictional reach.\textsuperscript{83} The Directive, despite its worthy aspiration, contains significant shortcomings. It is both over and under-inclusive.

**II.3.2. The Directive’s Over-Inclusiveness**

By most accounts, protecting personal information is a deserving goal. The Directive’s extra-jurisdictional reach, penalties for non-compliance, and expansive definition of those who process personal information reflect sincerity in reaching that goal.\textsuperscript{84} Ironically, by purporting to protect all personal information from almost all processing, the Directive undermines its central objective; its over-inclusiveness debilitates its effectiveness.

**II.3.2.1. Restricting Harmless Data Processors**

Privacy scholar, Fred Cate, notes that children recording orders for Girl Scout cookies, individuals organising their business contacts, and students operating websites that require registration all qualify as data controllers under the Directive.\textsuperscript{85} A co-ed collecting names for intramural flag football in Boise, Idaho is likely a “controller” who “processes” “personal information”. Perhaps more commonly,

anyone who posts personal information about another person on his or her own social networking profile or uses personal information from another result, relatively few binding corporate rules have been approved. See Sotto, *supra* nt. 57, Section 18.02[B].


\textsuperscript{83} Directive 95/46/EC, *supra* nt. 9, art. Article26(1), the Directive’s Article 26(1) authorises a number of other exceptions to legally transmit personal data outside of Europe even to a ‘third country’ that fails to offer an ‘adequate level of protection’. A data controller or processor can legally send personal data outside of Europe to the United States, or any other country, if:

(a) the data subject has [freely] given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer [to be enforceable, a consent must indeed be unambiguous and freely given; EU data authorities take the position that a consent must specifically list the categories of data and the purposes for the processing outside the EU; in the employment context, consents may be deemed presumptively not freely given, merely because of the imbalance in bargaining power between employer and employee]; or

(b) the transfer is necessary [not merely convenient] for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the data subject’s request; or

(c) the transfer is necessary [not merely convenient] for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party; or

(d) the transfer is necessary [not merely convenient] or legally required on important public interest grounds, or for the establishment, exercise or defense of legal claims; or (e) the transfer is necessary [not merely convenient] in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject; or

(f) the transfer is made from a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to provide information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in general or by any person who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the conditions laid down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case.

\textsuperscript{84} Directive 95/46/EC, *supra* nt. 9.


In short, the Directive’s broad reach captures an uncomfortably high percentage of “data processors” whose use of “personal information” is disassociated from the harm that the Directive seeks to alleviate.\footnote{Yakowitz, \textit{supra} nt. 29, noting unintended costs like preventing use of personal data to confront public health issues, create economic value, and prevent fraud); MIT Technology Review, Simonite, T., \textit{Business Report—Big Data Gets Personal: Smartphone Tracker Gives Doctors Remote Viewing Powers}, 17 May 2013, available online at <technologyreview.com/news/514756/smartphone-tracker-gives-doctors-remote-viewing-powers/> (17 October 2014); MIT Technology Review, Talbot, T., \textit{Business Report—Big Data Gets Personal: African Bus Routes Redrawn Using Cell-Phone Data}, 30 April 2013, available online at <technologyreview.com/news/514211/african-bus-routes-redrawn-using-cell-phone-data/> (accessed 17 October 2014).} As noted above, “personal information” under the Directive includes information that identifies a person and information that could lead to identifying a person. The EU Directive is not alone in using such a broad definition. The US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act defines identifiable health information as including information ‘with respect to which there is a reasonable basis to believe the information can be used to identify the individual.’\footnote{Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, United States of America, 1996 as in force on 23 March 2010, US Code Title 42 Chapter 7(XI) Part C Section1320d (6)(B)(ii), available online at <law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/1320d> (accessed 17 October 2014).} In fact, the clear majority of nations that have enacted universal privacy laws regulate information that could lead to identification.

This definition has proven increasingly problematic because most information that relates to a person—even when scrubbed to create “anonymity”—can be decoded.\footnote{Greenleaf, \textit{supra} nt. 8, 11.} The emergence of powerful re-identification algorithms demonstrates ... the fundamental inadequacy of the entire privacy protection paradigm based on “de-identifying” the data.\footnote{Ohm, P., “Broken Promises of Privacy: Responding to the Surprising Failure of Anonymization”, \textit{UCLA Law Review}, vol. 57, ed. 6, 2010, 1701–1777.}

Companies that collect personal information, like online retailers or social networking entities, often promise to share only customer information that is non-personally

\begin{footnotesize}
92 Greenleaf, \textit{supra} nt. 8, 11.
\end{footnotesize}
identifiable. Such promises will soon be illusory: ‘They fundamentally rely on the fallacious distinction between “identifying” and “non-identifying” attributes.’

By illustration, hackers recently employed content search queries to re-identify AOL customers. Location data, commercial transactions and web browsing history readily populate de-anonymising algorithms. Even movie-viewing histories have been shown to effectively re-identify users. Combining the vast continuum of human characteristics and activities with the quantity and specificity of information already available, suggests that re-identification is inevitable and, more importantly, that ‘any attribute can be identifying in combination with others.’

Despite a high likelihood of re-identification, the concept of ‘personally identifiable information’ remains central to existing privacy regulations, leading many to decry the use of ‘personally identifiable information’ as a regulatory lynchpin. As discussed in more detail below, emerging technologies stretch the already broad applicability of such laws to near universality, revealing the over-inclusiveness and also arguably, the ineffectiveness of the EU Directive.

Moreover, enforcement of laws, that incriminate a disproportionately large ratio of those individuals governed by it, or that are so broad as to capture the entire body politic have historically been declared invalid. Criminalising those who speak in an “annoying” way, or outlawing “vagrancy”, confer upon government carte blanche enforcement authority. Officials can arbitrarily choose to prosecute disfavoured parties. The Directive attracts similar criticism.

Upset by lacklustre enforcement in the United States, for example, European Union officials chastised their US counterparts, issuing a working paper noting that ‘less than half of organisations post privacy policies’ and that most failed to observe ‘the expected

96 Narayanan and Shmatikov, supra nt. 94.
97 Ibid.
98 Ibid.
99 Greenleaf, supra nt. 8.
100 Word Press, Taylor, L., Hacking a Path Through the Personal Data Ecosystem, 12 December 2013, available online at <linnetaylor.wordpress.com/2013/12/12/hacking-a-path-through-the-personal-data-ecosystem/> (accessed 17 October 20).
101 People v Raphael Gold, 2014 NY Slip Op 03426, Decided on May 13, 2014 Court of Appeals Abdus-Salaam, J. Published by New York State Law Reporting Bureau pursuant to Judiciary Law, Section 431; People v Dietze 75 NY2d 47 (1989), striking down a similar harassment statute, former Penal Law, Section 240.25, which prohibited the use of abusive or obscene language with the intent to harass, annoy or alarm another person; NY Times, Leland, J., Top Court Champions Freedom to Annoy, 13 May 2014, available online at <nytimes.com/2014/05/14/nyregion/top-court-champions-freedom-to-annoy.html? r=0> (accessed 17 October 2014).
102 Papachristou v Jacksonville, 405 US 156 (1972); Kolender v Lawson 461 US 352 (1983), striking laws against vagrancy for unconstitutional vagueness; in restricting activities like ‘loafing’, ‘strolling’, or ‘wandering around from place to place’, the law gave arbitrary power to the police and, since people could not reasonably know what sort of conduct is forbidden under the law, could potentially criminalize innocuous everyday activities.
103 Leathers, supra nt. 81, 195–200.
104 Ibid, ‘[s]ince the Safe Harbor’s inception, the program has been subject to heavy criticism from privacy advocates and an EU oversight committee. The heaviest criticism is levied against the Safe Harbor’s inadequate internal and external enforcement mechanisms.’; US Federal Trade Commission, Court Halts U.S. Internet Seller Deceptively Posing as U.K. Home Electronics, PRESS RELEASE, 8 August 2009, available online at <ftc.gov/opa/2009/08/bestpriced.shtm> (accessed 17 October 2014).
degree of transparency as regards their overall commitment or as regards the contents of their privacy policies. Indeed, the FTC waited nine years before bringing a data privacy enforcement action; the ambitious and over-inclusive nature of the Directive invites its arbitrary enforcement.

The Directive’s over-inclusive model implicates another topic of note—data security. Security breaches from malware, hackers, netbots, viruses and all manner of cyber threats plague individuals and organisations alike. In April 2011, Sony suffered a massive breach in its video game online network. \(^{107}\) Volumes of customer data were compromised, including names, addresses, and possibly credit card data associated with over seventy-seven million user accounts. \(^{108}\) In 2005, America’s major newspapers headlined the following: “Info Theft Slams Chain: 1.4 Million Card Numbers Stolen”; “Poll Says Identity Theft Concerns Rose After High-Profile Breaches”; “Data Security Breaches Alarm Consumers”. \(^{109}\) Data security experts recorded 403 million variants of malware in 2011. \(^{110}\) As one commentator notes, ‘[s]cholars, government officials, journalists, and computer scientists all agree that inadequate security is an emerging threat—perhaps a catastrophic one…’. \(^{111}\) Data that cannot be protected cannot be private.

Even so, the Directive includes no exception allowing data to be processed solely for security purposes. \(^{112}\) Modern security protocols require analysis of massive data sets. \(^{113}\) Anomalies in data usage often reveal cyber attacks. \(^{114}\) In 2011, for example, a firm specialising in international money transfers notified authorities when it spotted a slight abnormality in Discover Card transactions originating in New Jersey. \(^{115}\) Individually, the transactions appeared pedestrian, but viewed together and in context with large data sets,
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106 Leathers, supra nt. 80, 195–196.
108 Ibid.
112 Data Protection Directive, supra nt. 8; but see Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the Protection of Individuals with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data, COM, 2012, 11 final, 25 January 2012. (Recital 39 of the new Regulation suggests there will be more room for security providers to process data).
113 Symantec, *Technology: Defense in Depth*, available online at <symanetc.com/about/profile/star_technology.jsp> (accessed 29 October 2014), ‘Network-based protection is a set of technologies designed to block malicious attacks before they have a chance to introduce malware onto a system. Unlike file-based protection, which must wait until a file is physically created on a user’s computer before scanning it, network-based protection analyzes all incoming data streams before they can processed by the computer’s operating system and cause harm’.
114 Ibid.
the irregularities revealed that the transactions came from the same criminal organisation. ‘The only way to spot the anomaly was to examine all the data’.116

But those providing data security must comply with the Directive if the security measures require the “processing” of “personal data.”117 Given the massive data sets required by modern security programs, the likelihood of processing personal information is high.118 For example, in 2012 Microsoft announced plans to publish a real-time intelligence feed drawn from its extensive data security protocols.119 However, because the intelligence feed distributed IP addresses of systems infected by malware, the Directive posed a substantial obstacle.120 Analysing and sharing large amounts of information is critical to data security, a task made onerous by the Directive’s sweeping application. In choosing an ambitious scope, EU policymakers failed to account for the fact that safeguarding networks from hacking and cyber threats is itself a form of privacy protection.

II.3.3. The Directive’s Under-Inclusiveness

While the Directive’s over-inclusive scope encircles those whose use of “personal information” is removed from the harm that the Directive seeks to alleviate, it is simultaneously under-inclusive, ignoring many of privacy’s worst offenders. Several exceptions and derogations threaten to outstrip the law’s prime objective.121 As a preliminary matter, the Directive does not have literal effect on Member States but only requires them to pass legislation that tracks the Directive in spirit and result.122 Each Member State retains discretion as to form and implementation of the national privacy law that each ultimately enacts and enforces.123 ‘A margin for manoeuvre’ potentially subverts the Directive by allowing disparate and inconsistent laws among Member States.124

More to the point, the Directive itself allows for specific exceptions, some of which are generally identified without limiting language. This article does not attempt to address them all. Two exceptions sufficiently reflect the Directive’s failure to regulate many of the most harmful offenders: (1) the National Security and Criminal Proceedings exception;125 and (2) the Safe Harbor exception.126
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II.3.3.1. National Security Exception

Although national security and criminal investigations often require efficiency and secrecy, the Directive’s drafters declined to define the scope of these exceptions.\footnote{127} National security is a fluid concept. The Directive predates the attacks of September 11, 2001 and the subsequent and ongoing war on terror.\footnote{128} Edward Snowden’s revelations about US global surveillance programs, data mining, interception projects, third party data collection and complex analytic schemes unveiled privacy violations on a scale previously unknown.\footnote{129} The war on terror catalysed these invasive and covert programs, and the Directive’s generalised exceptions for “national security”, facilitate these open-ended and continuing privacy violations.\footnote{130}

The United States is not alone in its use of national security to boost data collection, analysis and retention. Many States have documented pervasive deprivation of privacy rights justified, in part, by national security.\footnote{131} A report given at the World Economic Forum noted the atmosphere of anxiety and agitation that often prevails, leaving a ‘one-dimensional debate…where the interest of privacy are traded off against public safety and security’.\footnote{132} A better balance is required. The first data protection commissioner in the German State of Hesse argued that an individual’s right to access should ‘never be totally excluded, but rather can at most be partially restricted or temporarily suspended in a series of unequivocally defined and exhaustively listed cases’.\footnote{133} The Directive offers no such parameters, leaving government surveillance unregulated.

II.3.3.2. Safe Harbor Exception

The other notable exception is the Directive’s Safe Harbor provision.\footnote{134} Unique to the United States and perhaps owing to its singular economic status at the time, the European Commission fashioned a heavily diluted version of the Directive for application to US entities that chose it.\footnote{135} The hope was to construct a streamlined channel for US entities to roughly comply with the Directive’s strictures.\footnote{136} The watery version reflects US resistance to omnibus privacy legislation and ultimately signals to US entities that pro forma compliance suffices.\footnote{137}

Importantly, Safe Harbor facilitates hollow compliance because it is voluntary, self-certifying, and largely unenforced.\footnote{138} US businesses that process EU personal data
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regulate their own adherence to Safe Harbor privacy principles.\textsuperscript{139} No government official reviews and then authorises whether any given company in fact complies with Safe Harbor principles before awarding certification.\textsuperscript{140} An entity needs only notify the US Department of Commerce that it intends to comply with Safe Harbor and publicly declare compliance on its website.\textsuperscript{141} A US organisation that self-certifies through Safe Harbor is then afforded automatic approval from data processing authorities in the European Union.\textsuperscript{142} Among US companies, this approach does not foster recognition and adherence to the privacy principles laid out in the Directive.\textsuperscript{143} Neither does the relaxed approach incent US businesses to self-certify, as many view self-certification as creating unnecessary liability and oversight.\textsuperscript{144} Professor Joel R. Reidenberg concludes that 'self-regulation is not an appropriate mechanism to achieve the protection of basic political rights. Self-regulation in the US reduces privacy protection to an uncertain regime of notice and choice.'\textsuperscript{145}

Moreover, Safe Harbor certification shifts the jurisdiction from EU authorities to the US Department of Commerce and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC).\textsuperscript{146} Although implemented in 2000, the FTC did not bring an enforcement action under Safe Harbor until 2009.\textsuperscript{147} As one commentator notes, 'The heaviest criticism is levied against the Safe Harbor's inadequate internal and external enforcement mechanisms.'\textsuperscript{148} In light of the large numbers of US organisations engaged in e-commerce or otherwise processing large amounts of data, the Safe Harbor “exception” effectively insulates a significant fraction of privacy offenders.

The Directive aspires to protect privacy as a fundamental right regardless of industry, sector or other such context.\textsuperscript{149} In so doing, it propagates a disconnect between the law and the harm it seeks to mitigate. By including almost all data processors irrespective of whether they cause privacy harms and by excluding those data processors that in fact harm individuals by misusing their private data, the Directive undermines its central objective.
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III. Next Generation Privacy

Protecting privacy through omnibus legislation like the EU Directive is unlikely to succeed.\(^{150}\) Even universal international accord memorialised by a treaty purporting to protect informational privacy would likely fail because it misperceives the current era of big data—one that is firmly rooted and not easily upended by absolutist privacy legislation.\(^{151}\)

III.1. Commercialisation and Ubiquity of Personal Data

The enormous amount of information already available allows easy re-identification; 'any attribute can be identifying in combination with others'.\(^{152}\) A 2,000% increase in global data is expected by 2020.\(^{153}\) The more data there is, the less that any of it can be said to be private.\(^{154}\) Users continue to reveal personal data through social networking sites.\(^{155}\) Such websites are growing three times faster than the overall Internet rate, and currently represent the fourth most popular online activity.\(^{156}\) In other words, active data sharing is not slowing and those who seek privacy are often those who broadcast personal information in the digital world.\(^{157}\) Perhaps fooled by the myth of online anonymity,\(^{158}\) users continuously divulge bits of themselves when searching Google, purchasing items online, posting pictures, “liking” restaurants and browsing vacation spots.

These online actions appear free; they are not.\(^{159}\) As computer scientist, Jaron Lanier writes: ‘the dominant principle of the new economy, the information economy, has lately been to conceal the value of information’.\(^{160}\) Google receives more than three billion search inquiries every day—and saves them all.\(^{161}\) A recent study predicts ‘the Big Data market is on the verge of a rapid growth spurt that will see it top the USD50 billion mark
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worldwide within the next five years.\textsuperscript{162} Axiom, a data wholesaler, maintains an average of 1,500 pieces of information on more than 500 million consumers across the globe.\textsuperscript{163} "Data collection is the dominant activity of commercial websites. Some 92% of them collect personal data from web users, which they then aggregate, sort, and use."\textsuperscript{164}

Facebook’s value is not the number of people it can reach for advertisements but the volume and specificity of personal information it has on each Facebook user.\textsuperscript{165} One Facebook user, after repeatedly asking Facebook to remit his personal data, eventually received more than 1, 220 pages of his personal information after only three years using Facebook.\textsuperscript{166} "Pictures uploaded from smartphones included precise global positioning system coordinates, the identities of anyone tagged in the photos and the moment—down to the second—when the shutter clicked. Information that users thought they had deleted survived in Facebook files."\textsuperscript{167}

Data analytics was an estimated USD25.1 billion industry in 2004 and a USD105 billion industry in 2010.\textsuperscript{168} A 2010 study by IBM reveals that 83% of business leaders identify analytics as a top priority for their businesses.\textsuperscript{169} The revenues of the largest data-mining companies exceed USD1 billion annually,\textsuperscript{170} suggesting that the data collection and retention infrastructure is far-reaching, diverse and entrenched. Data and personal information were described in the World Economic Forum as ‘the new oil’.\textsuperscript{171}

The commercialisation of personal data, the myth of anonymity and the public’s habitual reliance on the Internet stand in the way of omnibus privacy reform. Even in the unlikely event that users stop actively divulging personal information, and that legislation can uproot businesses whose revenue flow from collection and dissemination of personal data, “passive” data transmission and collection continue to grow with emerging technologies.

III.2. Emerging Technology and Passive Data Transmission

Broad privacy laws that regulate the collection and retention of personal information fail to account for new technologies and expanding sources of passive data generation. National privacy laws like the Directive presume the individual’s voluntary participation, including the opportunity to consent to the collection of their personal information.\textsuperscript{172}
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But our data exhaust is increasingly collected without our awareness.\textsuperscript{173} The proportion of personal data passively generated is growing and may even surpass personal data that is “actively” produced or volunteered by individuals.\textsuperscript{174} Passively generated personal data can be further broken down into observed and inferred data.\textsuperscript{175}

Observed data that is passively generated refers to data captured by recording individuals’ activities.\textsuperscript{176} Observed data is often, though not always, accompanied by the individual’s unawareness of data collection.\textsuperscript{177} While an individual may be aware that a browser cookie collects personal information, other forms of observational data elude awareness like rooftop security cameras and event data recorders that are found in most automobiles. In both instances, however, the individual does not proactively volunteer the information.\textsuperscript{178} Importantly and perhaps ironically, the individual’s lack of awareness and voluntariness tends to shift “ownership” and consequently control of the data to the entity that captured it.\textsuperscript{179}

Inferred data, while similar to observed data, is differentiated by synthesis or analysis.\textsuperscript{180} Through analysis of varying data, larger institutions create inferred data at a higher expense for predictive purposes.\textsuperscript{181} Aggregation and analysis of multiple data points characterise inferred data.\textsuperscript{182} Like observed data, inferred data suggests that it is the entity rather than the individual who exercises ownership and control. Especially given the novelty of the analysis, and the time and expense incurred creating it.\textsuperscript{183}

Mobile phones provide a good example of passively generated data. Mobile phone companies track and record the location of the world’s six billion mobile phone users.\textsuperscript{184} Users do not voluntarily and constantly log and submit locational data. Locational data is intensely powerful.\textsuperscript{185} On a micro level, for example, doctors can track the movement of diabetes patients, raising alarms for unusual or lethargic locational patterns.\textsuperscript{186} On a
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macro level, large-scale locational data reveal where populations go in the midst of a pandemic, even suggesting 'early warning systems' that far outpace traditional warning methods. ¹⁸⁷ Researchers at IBM analysed data and proscribed more efficient bus routes based on people's movements derived from millions of cell phone users in the Ivory Coast. ¹⁸⁸

When sharing location data, mobile companies often aver that they anonymise data before transferring it, either for profit or charitable purposes. ¹⁸⁹ Blacking out user names and phone numbers before selling locational data however, fails to satisfy privacy advocates. MIT researchers Cesar A. Hidalgo and Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye demonstrated that four data points about a phone’s location can usually identify the user. ¹⁹⁰ In fact, with a little more data, researchers divined information about a person’s “future” location. One study predicted a person’s approximate location up to eighty weeks in the future—with 80% accuracy.¹⁹¹

Mobile phone locational data is only one example. Passively generated data and the concomitant dilution of the individual’s ownership thereof is accelerating. ¹⁹² Individuals exude “data exhaust”: actions, choices, locations, and preferences as they go about their daily lives. Proliferating sensors digitally track, store, and communicate these actions to the Internet. ¹⁹³ ‘From 2012 to 2017, machine-to-machine traffic will grow an estimated 24 times to 6 x 1017 bytes per month’.¹⁹⁴ Cisco projects fifty billion devices will connect to the Internet by 2020,¹⁹⁵ but other valid estimates reach up to 200 billion by the same year.¹⁹⁶ Even today, more things are connected to the Internet than there are people in the world.¹⁹⁷ Like locational data from mobile phones, the data generated in an “Internet of Things”, will be largely passive.
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III.3. Internet of Things

The Internet of Things avoids precise definition. In layman’s terms, everyday devices—objects—talk to one another online. Connecting objects to a mobile or wired network enables the object to send and receive data automatically without human intervention. Outfitting innumerable objects with tiny identifying and transmitting technology could be radically transforming. One commentator, perhaps dramatically, avers that ‘no technology breakthrough since the introduction of telephone networks themselves, with the possible exception of the Internet itself, puts as massive and fundamental changes on the table as the Internet of Things’.

With billions of passive sensors communicating to the Internet already, the Internet of Things is more science than science fiction. From home to the car to work, the Internet of Things captures passive data about individuals and transmits them to the Internet.

III.3.1. Internet of Things at Home

Consider smart meters. Meaningful efficiencies attend electronic sensors that identify, analyse and communicate electricity use from an individual residence to a utility company. Instead of employing workers to walk neighbourhoods reading each resident’s meter every six months and then estimating monthly usage from prior history, smart meters provide real time granular data. As of 2012, approximately thirty-six million smart meters record and transmit energy use in the US, and over 200 million smart meters will be installed in the EU by 2020.

A recent eighty-five-page White House report notes the benefits of smart meters, but also admits that they can ‘show when you move about your house’. The Report cites
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Cornell Professor, Stephen Wicker, who is a bit more specific, noting that electrical devices have unique signatures, and some metering can ‘distinguish the microwave from refrigerator, or even the light bulb in the bathroom from the light bulb in the dining room’. Instead of simply knowing a resident’s approximate monthly electricity use, smart meters reveal when a person is home, cooking, showering, watching television or on vacation. The information can be used to infer whether the resident is wealthy, clean, healthy or sleep deprived. One illustrative study showed with 96% accuracy that the exact television show or movie being watched could be divined solely from the electrical signal coming from an individual’s home.

In addition to smart meters, “smart homes” infuse sensors throughout the home to track resident behaviour and alter home conditions autonomously. Google recently paid USD3.2 billion for Nest, a company that sells thermostats that track residential behaviour in order to adjust home temperature more efficiently. Why spend so much for a self-adjusting thermostat? Nest’s value resides in the connections it generates among its devices. In other words, Nest’s thermostat does more than cool a room when the resident returns home from work. ‘Over time, as the Nest Learning Thermostat uses its sensors to train itself according to your comings and goings, the entire network of Nests in homes across the country becomes smarter’. It is not the thermostat itself that boosts Nest’s value, but the interconnectedness of all those thermostats. As the devices talk to each other, they construct an aggregate picture of human behaviour, and predict or anticipate what users want before they know it.

Other home apps or devices use sensors to detect water leaks, open doors, energy use and home security. Sensors can send a text message alerting you that the garage door is open, the bathroom light is on, or that the plants need watering. While the home
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applications of the Internet of Things have been growing and evolving, the user privacy implications have been largely ignored.

III.3.2. Internet of Things in the Car

Walk from the house to the car and the Internet of Things will follow. Toll tags, for example, include radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology that communicates with receptors at toll gantries in order to detect and record when a car passes. While toll agencies routinely protect billing information associated with toll tags, few policies, if any, protect the personal information gathered. Indeed, in New York, toll tags reveal the driver’s location in many part of the city regardless of toll gantries. Unbeknownst to users, New York traffic officials designed other uses for toll tags by erecting receptors throughout the city in order to better understand traffic flow in real time. While improving traffic in New York seems innocuous (if unlikely) the technology allows constant automobile tracking without the driver’s awareness or any assurance that the information will not be used or sold for other purposes.

Don’t use toll tags? License plate readers are proliferating among both private and public organisations. License plate readers capture license numbers, as well as the date, time and location of every scan. Policing agencies across the United States collect and often pool this information, retaining the data for unspecified terms. One civil rights group conducted a lengthy investigation among thirty-eight states and 600 local police departments before concluding that ‘the documents paint a startling picture of a technology deployed with too few rules that is becoming a tool for mass routine location tracking and surveillance’. In one Texas city, police scanned an average of 14,547 license plates per day, and retained the information on almost two million license plates in its database. Private entities also track automobiles using license plate readers and then sell the information to third parties, like repossession debt collectors and insurance companies. Two private companies in the US recently collected ‘tens of millions of pieces of geo-located information from thousands of license plate readers, mounted on tow trucks, mall
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security vehicles, police cars, at the entrances to store parking lots, on toll booths or along city streets and highways.\textsuperscript{228}

Combined with other data about an individual, license plate tracking becomes especially troubling because it reveals an impressive depth of field.\textsuperscript{229} One California maker of license plate readers plans to fuse locational information from license plate trackers with public record data and eventually facial recognition technology by comparing real time snapshots with photographs from the local department of motor vehicles database.\textsuperscript{230}

In contrast to toll tags and license plate readers, several devices inside the car collect and disseminate data. “Black boxes” or event data recorders log and retain driving data in most cars sold in the US in the past twenty years.\textsuperscript{231} These sensors typically archive speed, revolutions per minute, brake usage, and the sequence of speed and braking immediately before and after a wreck or sudden stop.\textsuperscript{232} Insurance companies urge customers to install similar devices that monitor and report speed, miles travelled, acceleration and braking.\textsuperscript{233} Presumably, a continuous real-time data feed from thousands of automobiles allows underwriters to better assess risk.\textsuperscript{234}

Of course, most cars carry their own GPS systems, with newer cars boasting more sensors and Internet connections, allowing for services ranging from voice activated restaurant recommendations nearby,\textsuperscript{235} to automated searches for parking spots across twenty European countries.\textsuperscript{236} A majority of industry experts project that connectivity will soon be the principle factor in car purchasing.\textsuperscript{237} The consistent and unanswered question remains: How will this data be stored, transferred and used?

**III.3.3. The Internet of Things at Work**

The Internet of Things does not disappear when leaving the car and entering the workplace. Apart from ubiquitous upper corner video cameras, new data devices in the workplace capture and communicate employees’ location, duration of breaks, productivity in completing discrete tasks and more.\textsuperscript{238} Identification badges loaded with sensors measure employees’ tone of voice, rapidity of speech and social interactions.\textsuperscript{239}
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One company found that more socially engaged employees performed better,\textsuperscript{240} leading a CEO to claim that he can predict ‘from a worker’s patterns of movement whether that employee is likely to leave the company, or score a promotion’.\textsuperscript{241}

Another company seeks to use data sensors and analytics to augment social interactions in the workplace.\textsuperscript{242} Analytical software set to optimise productivity determines which employees should be talking or socialising with certain other employees.\textsuperscript{243} To repeat, software—in the interest of productivity—determines which employees should be interacting.\textsuperscript{244} Actual workplace walls, coffee machine locations and other commons areas robotically move based on this algorithm to encourage specific employees to interact at specific times.\textsuperscript{245} ‘Unlike augmented reality, which layers information on top of video or your field of view to provide extra information about the world, augmented social reality is about systems that change reality...’\textsuperscript{246}

All of these sensors—at home, in the car, or at work—generate terabytes of data, much of it personal and most of it unregulated. Libraries affix RFIDs to every book in their collections.\textsuperscript{247} Dentists graft sensors into toothbrushes that measure how you brush, identify problem areas, and send the bad news to the cloud for virtual check-ups.\textsuperscript{248} Thousands of other examples range from tilt sensors in beer mugs that record how much someone consumes\textsuperscript{249} to ingestible pharmaceuticals that measure and transmit internal bodily functioning.\textsuperscript{250}

We generate much of this passive data simply by moving from one place to another; it is nearly impossible not to emit data exhaust. Everyday objects equipped with sensors that communicate with the Internet already exist and more are on the way.\textsuperscript{251} Over 200 billion worldwide are expected by 2020.\textsuperscript{252} For the cost of a few pennies each, RFIDs have the capability to track just about anything.\textsuperscript{253} It is entirely feasible, if not likely, that most retail products will soon carry RFID tags that transmit data to a computer when it
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is within twenty feet of a reader.\textsuperscript{254} ‘Pretty much everything you can imagine will wake up.’\textsuperscript{255}

Given the expansion of sensors and the emergence of the Internet of Things, it is becoming increasingly unlikely that a person could know precisely how much of their data is captured, who controls it and for what purpose.

IV. Privacy Regulation Through Risk Management

The leading law on privacy, the EU’s 1995 Directive, attempts to protect a user’s personal information in a number of ways. Primarily, the law requires those who process personal information to give notice to the user and then allow the user to opt out.\textsuperscript{256} The user must consent, in other words, before an entity can collect personal data.\textsuperscript{257} The law also allows users to access and correct their personal data after it has been collected by another.\textsuperscript{258}

Apart from the problematic and overbroad concept of “personal information”,\textsuperscript{259} the law fails to account for the Internet of Things. It fails to countenance the proliferation of passive data collection, and instead relies on the faulty premise that users actively volunteer all personal information.\textsuperscript{260} Notice and consent obligations, like those in the Directive, apply poorly to passive data collection.\textsuperscript{261}

How do businesses and governments issue notice and obtain consent from every person strolling on the sidewalk, whose images are captured by rooftop cameras? Must toll tag and license plate readers notify and obtain consent before every scan? Can residents withhold their consent to data gathering when a municipal government requires them to use smart meters? For those municipalities that do allow residents to opt-out of smart metering, does the notice provide clarity with regard to the amount of data collected and if so, can a resident access and correct that data? (I was using the microwave, not the shower at 10:50pm on 11 August 2014.) Does the notice include notice of potential or future uses of such data, including sale or transfer to third parties?

Requiring employers to provide notice and obtain consent before monitoring employee location, productivity and behavior poses similar difficulties. Even if a single global consent sufficed rather than requiring employers to obtain consent each time an employee’s behavior is monitored, that consent is often illusory; no consent, no job.\textsuperscript{262} Even in the home, users who purchase and install a Nest thermostat are likely consenting
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to the use of their personal information in order to optimise the home’s temperature.\footnote{Nest, Terms of Service, available online at <nest.com/legal/terms-of-service/> (accessed 20 October 2014).} But does this consent extend to sharing that information with countless other automated thermostats and using aggregated information to predict future behavior? Does their consent cover neighbours or other invitees to the home?

One report from the 2014 World Economic Forum put it this way: ‘With an increasing proportion of personal data now being passively collected by sensors or synthetically generated by algorithms, engaging individuals for consent to use data they know nothing about (and for purposes which are yet to be defined) remains problematic.’\footnote{WEF and Kearney, supra nt. 38, 10.} Notice, consent, access and correction, while arguably useful tools regulating a user’s voluntary divulgence of personal information, fall short when personal data is passively obtained. Current privacy laws miscarry when data ‘originates at a distance from the immediate perception of individuals and where consent, participation and awareness are seldom feasible.’\footnote{Ibid.}

Instead of a broad privacy law that declares all personal data to be protected and that requires notice and consent before data collection, privacy laws should narrowly target specific harms that attend specific informational privacy violations. Regulating the use of sensitive data as it relates to particular risks or harms better comports with consumer law generally and permits the needed adaptability to reflect context and changing technology.\footnote{Ibid.}

This is not a novel idea.\footnote{Spina, A., “Risk Regulation of Big Data: Has the Time Arrived for a Paradigm Shift in EU Data Protection Law?”, European Journal of Risk Regulation, vol. 5, ed. 2, 2014, 248–252.} Some in the privacy community liken this proposed regulatory approach to the field of risk management.\footnote{Ibid; Centre for Information Privacy Leadership, A Risk-based Approach to Privacy: Improving Effectiveness in Practice, 19 June 2014, available online at <hunton.com/files/upload/Post-Paris_Risk_Paper_June_2014.pdf> (accessed 20 October 2014) (Post Paris Risk Paper).} Calibrating the risk or the harm from the individual’s viewpoint in using data in a particular way reveals the value of that data and allows local regulatory regimes to adopt protective policies incrementally.\footnote{Ibid; Spina, supra nt. 266.} It requires a normative taxonomy regarding data usage.\footnote{Ibid, Spina, supra nt. 266.} How is particular data used in a particular context? Sector or Industry-specific uses may provide a starting point; educational uses differ from healthcare uses or advertisement uses.

Within a given context or sector, a particular use would include parameters on who is authorised to process the data and for what purposes. Depending on context, user preferences could be factored in. Identifying and defining diverse data contexts and uses, and identifying the attendant risks or harms from the user’s viewpoint are critical to successful implementation of contextual and harm-based personal data regulation.

License plate readers, for example, are sporadically and sparsely regulated throughout the United States.\footnote{WEF and Kearney, supra nt. 38.} Identifying the benefits of license plate readers, the privacy risks or harms from the individual’s viewpoint, and the various uses that gleaned data may have, strengthens the likelihood of creating concrete policy and pragmatic regulation—much
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more so than a global prohibition on collecting almost all personal information unless each individual is given notice and then consents. Policymakers might recognise the benefit to law enforcement and allow license plate readers for the specific purpose of pursuing certain criminal investigations. The harms or risks to individuals, however, might lead policymakers to outlaw storage of license plate data about innocent people as well as sharing that data with third parties. By addressing data collection from the individual’s viewpoint, institutions can better identify privacy risks and create usage policies to minimise the same.  

Institutions gathering or using sensitive data can prioritise risk and use by asking: What is the intended use? What risks to the individual attend that use and how likely is it for that harm to occur? How severe is the harm: loss of property, physical injury or reputational damage? Prioritisation based on seriousness or likelihood of harm borrows from traditional risk management protocols and allows policymaking that is tailored to context. ‘Risk management can be applied across the data value chain to more granularly access systemic reliability, codes of conduct and legal compliance.’  

Of course, this approach is not a panacea. Different individuals perceive privacy harms differently. Many have suggested that generally, Americans are far less concerned about certain privacy matters than Europeans. Moreover, individuals, regardless of residence, may have dramatically different privacy sensibilities. To one person, cookies that remember past Internet purchases are harmless; to another they are abhorrent. But the law has long accepted and regulated diverse individual perceptions of harm and risk.

Effective regulation that protects individual privacy while facilitating innovation is a Gordian knot, especially in light of the deluge of easily accessible data combined with rapidly changing technology. The proliferation of data, elaborate analytical capabilities and borderless flow of digital information befog regulatory efforts. Compounding the problem, data increasingly originates passively from sensors and analytic compilations, rendering individuals less aware and more distant from decisions regarding the use of their data.

For these reasons, and others not mentioned, global privacy regulation will remain formidable. But the bedeviling attributes plaguing data privacy also suggest that omnibus privacy laws like the Directive undermine privacy as much as protect it. Laws that provide blanket prohibitions and that hinge on an expansive understanding of personal information and that call for individuals’ notice and consent cannot be fairly applied or enforced. A risk of harm-based legal framework that turns on the use of information contextualises potential privacy violations and allows institutions and governments to customise policies relevant to the risk of harm.
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V. Conclusion

Legacy privacy laws, like the EU Directive, seek to protect privacy in the Age of Information. They are failing. To some degree, they undermine privacy by restricting all processing of personal information—even processing that would ensure that data remains secure and therefore private. They cast a wide net; the laws include almost any data pertaining to a person. With burgeoning de-anonymising algorithms, efforts to scrub identifying data prove fruitless, resulting in an ever-expanding reach. As a result, the Directive and laws like it capture a great ocean of data processing, which foments uncertainty and uneven enforcement, rather than harmonising data processing regulation. The laws’ laudable goal in principle, is reduced to platitude and bureaucracy in practice.

The Internet of Things sharpens this dysfunction. The Directive rests on the faltering presumption that individuals voluntarily divulge personal information, when the growing trend indicates a wide lacuna between user awareness and data collection. Users do not voluntarily post GPS locational data every few seconds or record and transmit automobile acceleration and braking events.

Privacy laws that turn on personal information and that require notice and consent before data collection poorly reflect the technological landscape and remain impractical at best. Privacy laws should focus on data use, not collection. Privacy laws should identify and address the specific harm or risk associated with the use of sensitive data in particular contexts. Among the privacy community, this approach is likened to the field of risk management. It allows contextualisation among privacy laws and encourages incremental and adaptable regulation based on specific risks associated with potential misuse of sensitive data.

Informational privacy is ominously fleeting. We have already passed the point and missed the opportunity of effectively regulating the collection of personal data. Rather than persist in vain to try regulating the collection of personal data, policymakers should consider regulating its use based on risk of harm.
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